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Sweden’s most prestigious daily newspaper,
Dagens Nyheter (DN), dares to challenge.
From content to concepts, it is brave and
future-facing. As other media brands struggle
to survive on dwindling ad-revenue, DN is
bucking the trend. Instead it is riding high on
digital subscriptions, made easy with Klarna.
With a growing team of 215 journalists in Stockholm
and Gothenburg, DN is one of Sweden’s largest
newspapers. Its digital and print editions now reach
over a million readers every day. In the past 20 years,
its revenue model has shifted from 80% advertisingled to subscription-led, with recurring payments now
accounting for 75% of its total income.
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Challenge.
Across the globe, demand for print media is
declining as people increasingly consume
content online. At the same time, traditional
ad-revenues are falling as brands build their
own direct channels and switch investment to
social platforms.
DN has worked hard to stay successful. It has
built a strong subscription base, of distinct and
overlapping audiences for its digital and print
editions. During the COVID pandemic, it saw
digital demand rise by almost 50%, driven by
convenience, a ‘contact-safe’ format and DN
initiatives to off-set the ‘paywall’ by making
some issues free.
Having a business model reliant on digital
subscriptions brought new challenges.
Optimising conversion and reducing churn
were now crucial to secure long-term growth.
DN had to remove checkout friction for new
and returning customers. And empower them
to choose more loyal payment methods such
as direct debit.
Linnéa Berglund, New Customer Marketing
Manager at DN explains, “A payment service
that works well for e-commerce doesn’t
necessarily perform as well for digital
subscriptions. Especially in the newspaper
paywall environment where sign-up has to be
super-fast and smooth. Users must be able to
pay then continue reading without disrupting
their Experience.”
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Solution.
DN was already involved with Klarna and wanted
to use their expertise to build a subscription
friendly payment solution - to both tackle
conversion and in parallel to reduce churn.
“Ours is a unique environment and Klarna
partnered with us every step of the way,” says
Linnéa. “A/B-testing is key to understanding
what works and what doesn’t. Klarna has
worked tirelessly with us to test, experiment
and develop a digital checkout that both
wins and keeps subscribers.”
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Klarna worked on two separate funnels, for new
and returning customers, performing different
trials/augmentations for each. Development
took part in two stages. The initial focus was
to make sign-up easier and drive conversion.
Following this, to optimise direct debit selection,
which testing showed to have the lowest-churn
rates. At all times, ensuring DN was fully aligned
with the new Swedish Payment Services Act
introduced on 1 July 2020.
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Results.
The Klarna digital subscription solution
surpassed all of DN’s ambitions. Firstly, it
created a quick and seamless process that
stripped out all unnecessary friction driving
acquisition and raising conversion by 15% for
existing users and almost 20% for new users.
Secondly, it made it easier for customers to
choose direct debit over high-churn payment
methods like invoicing, maximising customer
lifecycle value and slashing churn by almost
a third (31%).
Linnéa confirms, “Amazingly, Klarna achieved
both goals simultaneously, without sacrificing
high-conversion for low churn and vice versa.
In fact, it has more than doubled the number
of direct debit sign-ups from 40% to 90%.
Churn for this group is proven to be 50% lower,
so this is a powerful result, and a big win for
the business.”

“Amazingly, Klarna
achieved both goals
simultaneously,
without sacrificing
high-conversion for low
churn and vice versa.”
- Linnéa Berglund, New Customer
Marketing Manager at DN
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Business
benefit.
This business impact was reinforced by DN’s
editor-in-chief, Peter Wolodarski, who says,
“Klarna’s frictionless payment solution has been
instrumental in our ‘big growth’. Pure digital
subscriptions are up 20% and now contributing
SKr200m to the newspaper’s bottom line.”
DN’s digital transformation had already started
before adding Klarna. But using Klarna in
combination with its paywall initiatives,
accelerated the results. Linnéa agrees,
“Newspapers live and die by their circulation.
Free digital trials allowed us to broaden our
readership and keep more people informed
during the COVID-crisis. But our fruitful and
exciting cooperation with Klarna, helped simplify
and streamline our offer to boost subscriptions
even further.”

“Klarna’s frictionless
payment solution has
been instrumental in
our ‘big growth’. Pure
digital subscriptions
are up 20% and now
contributing SKr200m
to the newspaper’s
bottom line.”
- Peter Wolodarski, DN’s editor-in-chief

“Klarna is always up to the challenge, with every
new development built on solid testing and
results. And we continue to unlock new
opportunities with them as we gain fresh
insights on our audience”.

20%
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increase in digital
subscriptions
in 2020.

